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Introduction
The Communicative Theory of Terminology (CTT)1 allows for any lexical unit to activate a
specialized meaning in its specific context of usage. In our research proposal, nouns and verbs
are analized simultaneously as candidates to semantically eventive (dynamic and durative)2
terminological units in the field of medicine.
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Materials and methods
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Candidates for terminological nouns and verbs in medicine

“In addition, airway tissue grafts from infection naïve CF fetal mice, when
transplanted into mice with severe combined immunodeficiency, release increased
levels of IL-8, which over the long term, increases epithelial breakdown and luminal
inflammation. Direct sampling studies of young infants also suggest that abnormal
airway inflammation may occur before the bacterial colonisation is established.”5
(Sample of a research article in English about cystic fibrosis [en122006-_000586])

Conclusions
To our knowledge, eventivity has traditionally
been overlooked in the lexicographical works
specialized in medicine, as opposed to the
actual practice. In our research proposal we
aim to address this incoherence through a
descriptive analysis of terminological units in
context. Findings are expected to confirm
some accurate tendencies corresponding to
relevant features of medical discourse.
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